
$6 JOURXAL OF ORGASOYET~LLIC CHEZIISTR\- 

SOME REACTIOX? OF HE~_~FLCORO-~-RI~~-‘SE 11~ITH COMPOCSDS OF 

ARSESIC ASD TIS’ 

Hesafluoro-z-but>-ne hzs been found to react wirh the _ls-_%s bonds of arsenic 
metal’ <and tetrameth_\-ldiarsine’ to give compouds containinS _~sC(CFzf =C(CFz!_\\- 
cniis. for example: 

The addition to the diarsine takes place smoothly at 10’ giving an approsirriatel!- 
I : I misture nt the cis- alld frc?rrs-isomers It has also been rqorted2 that tztraki$tri- 
Ruoron;r~h_\-i!diar-iine and the but;_-nc do not react at ISO ‘_ 

It has no\\ been found that the but!-ne and t~iraki:;!triiIuorometh~i)diax-~i~*~ 
- rtact on ulrravioiet irradiation 10 give the erpectcd adduct, b-p_ I$‘. 

The absence of any absorptic)n in the C-C stretchin, n region indicates that in this 
cze thr product is mainlx- the frxr:s-isomer. Simiiarl:\- thr butyne ant! hesam~ths-I- 
&in react on ultravio!et ikadiation to+-e an unstable I I I adduct. (CH, :,SnC(CFz:= 
Cl’CF_jSn<CH,!,. b.p_ 53’ [IO--~ ninl). The I’F S3IR spectrum of rhi> conipounc! 
consks of onI\- ane broad peak indicatkg th? prryt-nce tii onl!- one isomer awl the 
absence of ant_ C=C stretching frcqu~mx- in the infrared spectrum suggcs~ rhat ir is 
the tiLf>:s-isomer. The use of infrared spectra for as+ning structure of this type teems 
to btt reliable Gee rhe compound :‘CH,!,-\~SC(CF,)=C(CF,:}S_~‘ls!CH,),, which with- 
out doubt ha the cis-~trucrure, has a strong band3 at 1535 cm-*. The I I I misture of 
isomers of !CH=!,_~sC1CF3’!=C~C~~~_~~C~~}~ hz~ a xeak band” at 1570 cm-*, and 
wlren the preparation of thG 1st compound is carried out in the presence of hesa- 
t?uoroacetone the >-i&i of the c&isomer 5~ Very much increased with a sorreqontfing 
increase in the inten&>- of the 1570 cm-I band’. 

The IH SXR qtwtrum of the ditin adducr consixs of a single methr_i peak 
xi-hich i.s $ir into a muItipIc[ with J * OS cps. Splitting of the CH= resonance kas 
been previoust>- observed for methyl tin hIdrides s,6 but a single m&h\-1 peak was 
found for com,pounds of the t>-pe (CH3),SniCF,CFiH),6. However, in the &t esample 
pwsible F-CH, coupling was indicated by the broadness of the line. The multipIet 
ir. the spectrum of the &tin adduct is certainly due to CH,-CF, interaction. though it 
-- 

_ For a pr!iminxy coznmunication describing part of this work ice ref. 16. 
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seems unlikeIy that the coupling occurs through the bonds. and we prefer the idea 
that it occurs through space:. The broadness of the singIe line in the lsF XUR spectrum 
is probably a consequence of this weak CH,-CF, coupling which is espected to be 
of the order of I cp9. 

Hesafhroro-a-but-ne does not react with hesaethyldigermane or with hesa- 
methyldisilane on ultra\-iolet irradiation, a result which is not unespected in view of 
the espected increasing strength of the M-M bond in the compounds R$l--AIR, 
as the ,group is ascendcds. 

Although there is a reaction between hesahutylditin and hesafluoro-z-butyne 
on irradiation, it is I-er\- complicated. The only product identified was dibutylbis- 
(I,I,I.+_I,+-hesafhroro-a-butenyI-?)tin, (C,H,~,SnrC(CF,!=C(CF,)HI,, b-p_ 60-63” 
(IO-3 mm)_ This kas the same boiling point as the diadduct formed from dibutyltin 
dihydride and the butynei”. although the infrared spectrum shows some slight dif- 
ferences in the C=C stretching region which are probabI>- due to a difference in isomer 
distribution. The IH S_\IR spectrum shows a down field quartet, J = S cps, typical of 
the <group -C(CF,)=C(_CF,)H, and the absence of further splitting of this quartet 
indicates; that the compound is predominantI!- the cis.cis-isomeP~*O_ Other h-actions 
isolated from the reaction su ggest the presence of other compounds of the type 
(C,H,i,~Sn:C(CI;,j=C(CF,!H:,_,*. The presence of the compound with IZ = 3 could 
be espectcd since a similar compound is obtained from the thermal decomposition 
of :!E I : I adduct of hesamethylditin and the butyne. This reaction proceeds at 150’ 
to give. amongst other products, tetramethyltin, hesameth>-Iditin. and (I,I,I,_I,_I,_I- 
hesafluc)ro-2-bu~~n~I-~)trimcth?_ltin_ 

The butenl-1 compound probabl>- comes from an initially formed (CH,),SnC(CF,)= 
C{CF,)- radicrtl. The other products ako AI,, =cres;t the initial formation of (CH,),Sn’. 

The preparation and propertic of the% buten_\- compound> i3 being further 
investigated. 

The metal halide-caral_\-sed addition of nceryiene to arsenic xrichloride produces 
I_twkite which is mainl_v :~n;rs-C:CH=CH_~~CI~“. nicilIorophen~-Iarsine and acetylene 
aljo react in the presence of aluminium rrichloride to give a numher of products 
inciuding bi~1,~-chlnrc,~in?_I jphcnyhx~incl~. 11-e have now found that hesafluoro-a- 
butyne reacts smoothI>- with chlorodimethylarsine on ultra\-iolet irradiation to gi\-e 
z-chloro-3-jdimcthviarsino)hesafIuoro-_ 7-butene, a co1ork.s liquid, b-p. 79-So” (30 

mm) _ 

&H,),AsCI + CF&=CCF, ---i (CH,),AsC(CFs)-C(CF&l 

The same compound is obtained from the thermal reaction at 140; though in 
this c;we the reaction products are more complicated, and when aluminium trich!oride 
is used to cataI>-se the thermal reaction a further compound is obtained in which the 
$-chloro group is replaced b>- a fluorine yielding z- (dimethyIarsino::heptafIuoro-z- 

butene. 

/_ Organ?msfd. Ckenz.. 3 (1963) 406-413 
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(CH,),L-CI + CF,C=CCF, -ilcl, * (CH,),_XsC(CF,)=C(CF,)F 

_X similar replacement reaction occurs when arsenic trichloride and tetrafluoroethylene 

are heated in the presence of aluminium trichloride13. 

;IzcI, + cF2=cF, - CI+CF,CF, 

The addition of the butyne to other A+C1 bonds does not readii>- occur (se Table! 

and only one other chioroarsine. chlorophenl~eth?-larsine. showed the possibility 

of reaction_ The chlorides of tin and silicon do r,ot react with acetylene’” therefore it 
is not surprising to find that neither tribut>-Itin chloride nor trimethylchlor~silane 

react with the butyne on irradiation. 

The isomer distribution of the compound (CE,),&C(CF,)=C(CF,)Cl was in- 
vestigated b>- SMR. The 13F spectrum shows two main bands. Under high resolution 
the high field peak is split into a quartet J = x_+ cps and the IOU- field peak into a 

multiplet (J 5 14 cps for g peak). The appearance of the quartet suggests that it is 
due to CF&F, coupling and the magnitude of the coupling indicates that the CF, 

groups are trclns to each otheP. The low field multipiet can best be understood in 
terms of the zH SNR spectrum. xhich shows the methyl peak split into a multiplet 
of approximately 4 peak wi\?thJ .= z cps. SorznaiI>- compounds of the t>-pe (CH,),XsRr 
ha-r-e a single unsplit methyl peak, z-g_ RI = CF, or C3F7. thus the coupIing in the 
preen= essmple is either through space or is due to the presence of a fluorocarbon 
group wiith a double bond. The second alternative seems unlikeI>- since the methyl 

-group of the compol;nd (CH,)&C=CFCF,CF, is not split. On this basis the low 
&Id multiplet in the z9F SFctrum apparentI\- arises from 2 splitting of J = 1-4 cp~ 
d-de to the fr~ns-CF, groups superimposed on i weak CF,-CH, coupling through space. 

The xSF SSIR spectrum of tire chlorw-inyl compound &o sho\\-j two weak 

quartets. J = I; cps, outside the two main ban&_ Each peak of the IOK field yartet 
i_i broad. the middk peal-~ being approximate iestf-ts with J = I_+ The most likely 

espIanation for these banck is that the?- are awxiatcd with the cis-isomer for which 

J(CF,-CF,) would he esptcted to be greater than for the irnlrs compound and to be 
of the order of 12 cp3. The further splittin, = of the down ikId peaks would then be due 

to coupIing through space with the arsenic methyl groups_ The abundance of the 

cis-I5j,?mc?i is, h9\\eC?XsCi,5 "b rtt the most and it is of interfit to compare the formation 

of prt&omulantI>- the trtzi:s-hutI\-nc-chi~)r(~~r~ine adduct on irradiation with the 

result that [frans-~~-cIiloro~iin_l)mercu~- compounds are con\-erteci into the cis-isomers 
b\- ultr>\-iolst radiation*‘. _ . 

The chiorox-in>-1 compound x-e&ii_\- reacts with I mole of hrornin- to gi\-r an 
un&tabIe S‘riIid ~-_ho~e infrared Sl>cctruIti still show;.i the presence of a double bond. 

Thu tile arGne is. osidizcd to the pen tavalent dibromide. \\-hen the dibromide is 

heattd it decompo+x quantitatix-t;I_ to methy bromide and the coiourkss liquid. 

a-ch!oro-~-(bron~omet’n~-Iar-iinoihcsatiuoro-~-butenti. 

(CH,;,_XK‘.!CF,) -C(CF,)CI Br, 
+ 

iCH,),;?sC(CF~)-CjCF~)CI - CH,Br 

Br 2- 

CH,~~C(CF,)=C(CE,)Cl 

I&- 
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There are many known esamples of this type of reaction sequence, a recent one 
beingI : 

and the method is valuable in that the inactive methyl is replaced by the reactive 

halogen _ 
The rH SlUR spectrum of Br(CH,)_~sC(CF,)==C(CF,)Cl again showed one main 

band split into a multiplet of _I with J a 1.2 cps. The lsF spectrum is mainly two 
quartets, J = 14 cps, indicating that the compound is predominantl?: the cis-isomers. 
Two other peaks of equal intensity (< IO X of the misture) were present one of which 
was a quartet !J = I__+ cps) and the IGW field one a broad multiplet; these can be 

assigned to the ira~Gsomer_ The CF,-CH, through space coupling which results in the 

multiplet in the rH spectrum is r&o seen in the broadenin, m 0; the 191; low field peaks 
of both the c:‘s- and irarts-isomers. 

The apparent iaomerisation in the process 

(CH,j,XsC(CF~)=C{CF,)Cl - Br(CH,)AsC(CF,j-=C(CFsjCI 

is being further in\-estigated and preliminac results indicate that a similar phenom- 
enon occurs in the following sequencer”. 

Bromination of (CH,),IsC(CF,j==C(CF,)CI with two moles of bromine results 
in the fast uptake of part, presumabl?- to form the dibromidc, followed by a slow 

reaction with the rear_ Sletliy1 bromide (73 9; of 2 moks) is produced together with 
a fraction of low voIatiIit_v which is probably- Br,AsC(CF,) =C(CF,)Cl_ The reaction 

of Br(CH,)AsC(CF,) =C(CF,)Cl with one mole of bromine is glow suggesting that 

cleavage is occurring rather than osidation to the dibromide. Meth\-I bromide (Sa “0 

of I mole! is produced and again the involatile reklue seems to bz mainly 

Br,_AK(CF,) =CICF,)CI. These reactions are probably represented zs folio\\-s 

Iir(CH,j;~~CLCF,j-;CiCF,jCl f Br, -+ Br,,~sC(CF~)-=CiCF,jCi + CH,Br. 
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E.SPERI:fE>T_%L 

C’olatiIe reactants and products were manipulated using standard vacuum 
techniques. Reactions were carried out in sealed pyres tubes. which. for ultraviolet 
irradiation. were placed IO cm awa>- from a General Efectric 100 watt lamp. The tubes 
were shaken if the reactants were initially immiscible. Infrared spectra reported in 
cm-l were run on a P.E.-21 instrument, those reported in microns were run on a 
&&rated Infracord- 1% and 1H SYR spectra, \sere obtzined using Vzs-ian H.R.-6a 
(a: $4 MC/~.) and A-60 spectrometers. Unless otherwise stated lgF spectra are re- 
ported reIative to estemaf trifluoroacetic acid and ‘H spectra reIative to internal 
tetramethyklane references. 

Jficroanah-ses were czrried out by Dr. _XLFRED BERS;H;\RDT. ~Iiiiheim. German! 
(arsenic cornpot&&+) and b>- the Schwarzkopf SIicroanaI>-tical Laboratoq-, \Voo&ide 
77, S-X-_, ~-.S__~_ (tin compounds). 

Rr-action -Sfh tifmfiis(tn-pzrorar~L~f~L_~~!di~zrsin~ 

The diarsinc (14 g) and hesafiuoro-z-butync [.I-7 h =) were irradinted for 4 days 

to give 0.6 g of the I : I adduct z,3-bi~~bi~Itrifluoron~etI~~l!arsino:hesr~iuoro-z-butene. 
(Found: C, 164; F, =$.o; As;, z~_T_ C,As,F,, calcd.: C, 16.3; F. 58.2; -15, ~5.5 y;.) 
Infrared spectrum (Iiquid tiimj: r329 (V-I. 1314 (w:j. 1253 (x-5;). 1191 is). 1173 ix-s), 
11% (x-5). 1132 (5). 1120 (\-5i. 1070 (1-S). S;O (0'). SOS (\V\-,, 731 (+j. 711 (\Vl. 657 (m) 
cm-l. The boiling point was found to be I=&” --- z= by estrapoiation of the vapor 
prtysure curx-e. SL>me decomposition on the me&y iurface seemed to take piace. 
Qualitative base h>-droIy& of rhe adduct at 100’ ga\-e onI\- ~Y:ZKS-I .i .I A,_gA-he_xa- 
f?uoro-z-buten?. 

Heszmethr-Iditin (5.2 g; and iles;ft?uc)rcl-2-bi~t~-ne is.0 g’j were inimi5cibIe at 
20’. Heating at 100’ (2 dal-5; _. resulted in consid&bie reaction and 6.6 g of the 
acet>-Itne were recol-erec!. Trirnethyitin Buc,ride of knolvn infrared qwctrum remained 
in rhe reaction tube. 

t\-hen the ditin coinpound (6.~ gj :tnd the acetyknc l6.1 g:! \vere irradiated for 

2 days one liquid phase ~a5 PI educed and only 3-o a c* of the butane n-crc recovered. The 
in\-o!ntik cofork.;s liquid residue in the reaction tube \\‘a..; id~ntitkd as the espected 
I I I ndduct z,gbi+ trimeth~ltnnn~Ijhcs,~?uorc~-_ T-butene, b-p_ 53’ (IO-~ mmi. (Found: 
C , q-7; H. 3-S; FL ~3.0; S:i, _$_r_ C,,H,,F&, cnicd.: C, 24-5: H. 3-7; 1~. 23-3; Sn. 

O’ 45-3 ,0-J Infrared .;wctruni iliquid !ilnsj: 2$0 in>), 2S8j (nij. r6.Q (m’j, 130s (w-i. . 
r 

IZbI (Ix), rqj (\-sj, IIti5 [rnj, 1130 i.\->!, 1015 (mj, 547 in). 767 i-i), 69-7 (1~‘). 61~ (mj 
cm-l.‘SXR spectm: “F +pcctrum has our’ broad peak at -1227 cps and the IH 

spectrum a multipkt of peaks ccntcred at T = 0-3 {J z 0-S cps). 
Quaiitati\-e base hydrol>-5ii.i of the adduct :~o’, 4 Eiaysj gal-e onI>- a trace of a 

inisture of cis- and tnrns-I ,I ,I ,~:,~:.-C-I?c‘“atiuoro-_ l-butane. _A sample of the adduct 
W;L~ heated at ISO’ !rs hours) to gix-c tetramet!lvitin (mol. wt. c&d. 179. found ISI) 
of known retention time. \‘.p.c. investigation of-the Its volatile products (_Apiezon J 
zt IZO’i showed 5 components. The fifth component was identified ;LS hesamethvlditin 
of known infrared spectrum, the first component was a fluorocarbon. and the third 
component. the main product, was found to be (I.I,I,++A-hes&uoro-Z-buten?-i_2!- 
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trimethyltin. (Found: C, 29; H, 3.0; F, 35.1; Sn, 36.07’0. C,H,,F,Sn calcd.: C, 
25-y; H. 3-1; F. 34-9; Sn, 36.3 SC.) Infrared spectrum (liquid film) I 3-35 (m), 3-45 (m). 
5-S (w), 7-1 (xv). 7-4~ &j. 7-6 (vs), 7-S (m), S-o (1-s). S-3 (w). S-35 (w), SS (x-s). IO& (xv), 
11-35 (mj. 11-75 (m). rz.$ (m). 13.65 (w) pu. 

Rzvctiort &Jr hexah f$ditin 
The ditin (II-S g) and 15.0 g of hesafiuoro-2-butyne were irradiated for 5 days. 

The in\-olatile contents of the tube were distilled at x0-3 mm to give a small amount 

of material which came o\-er at 61-63~ and which was identiiied as dibutylbk- 
(~.~.~rl.l.;l-hesafiuoro-2-buten-l_r)tin. (Found: C, 31.0; H, 3.4; F, 41.4. CIGHeOF1&5n 
calcd. I C, 34.4; H, 3.6; F, 4o.S X-1 The remainin, = involatiles distilled at TO--200~. 
The infrared spectra of various cuts showed a steady increase in C-H intensity and a 
decrease in C-F intens&>- with decreasing volatility. 

In a second esperiment after irradiation for 2s hours distillation of the in\-olatiles 
(IO-~ mm) resulted in the formation of tribut>-ltin fluoride in the still pot. A fraction 
which boiled at 63-65,” was anal>-zed by \-.p.c. (Icon Polar at 140’) and found to 
wntain q component+. The main component. the last peak, was coilected and it.;, ‘H 
SMK spectrum had a down Geld quartet (J rr2 S cps) centered at T = 3.12~ The IH 
spectrum of the earlier fractions also showed the presence of dovnfield protons as 
quartet5 i:J .e S cp5). 

(i) The akne (5.0 gj and hesafluoro-a-butvne (9-3 gj were initialI?- immiscible 
but after 2 days: irradiation only one phae remained. But-ne (5.6 g) was recovered 
;rnd the rGdue in the tube was distilled in a nitrogen atmosphere to gi\-e S.7 g of 
~-chloru-3~dimetit\-lar~ino!hesafluoro-2-butene, h.p. rc/-So’ (50 mm), 131-137’ (_S3 
mm!. iFound: C, &go; H, 1-9; AS, 2+6; Cl. 11.9; 17. 37.5. C,H,_kClI;, calcd.: C. 23.4; 
H, 2.0; _A-. 24.S; Cl, 1x.7; F, 37-S y;_) Infrared spectrum (liquid film]: 2910 ‘,1-w), 
I& !K!. I_~ZO i\-wj. 1263 !mj. 1227 (vs). 11s~ (5). II=& (x-s). 1130 (sh). $2 (n-i. 
Srj,Ci [x-x\-!_ 575 :I\-\\-.). Sso (\t-) , $40 (w) cm-l. SMR spectra: IH spectrum is a multiplet 
atr==S.i(J.= ~zpsj. lrrF spectrum two main peaks at TAGS and ~2s~. The down 
&!d p~ak is split into a multiplet of ca_ 9 peaks (J .Z I .q cps)_ Two other weak quartets 

(/ = 15 cysj centered at Y-l.2 and -3 72 cps are present. The down field quartet is 
split into a mukipiet t J .= I_-?_ cps)_ The IgF spectrum is reported relatil-e to an internal 
bcnzcttrifiuoride standard. 

(ii! \Vhen the chloroarsine and ercesa acetylene were heated to 140' (20 hours) 
one pitwe 11x5 again productul. Distillation of the involatile products at 760 mm did 
not give an\- well defined fractions though the bulk of the material boiled at I+?@. 
\-.p.c. examination (dinonyl phtha!ate at qo'j showed that 3 main components were 
pres;eint. The first ~vas a tluorocarbon containing no arsenic, the third anal>-zed to be 
the I: I aciduct described in ((I). (Found: C, 23-S; H, 2.1; -Is, a-l-7; Cl, 12-o; F, 3S.o Pa.) 

The second component had almost the same infrared spectrum as the I : I adduct 
escept for some differences in band intens@-. however. the analytical results are 
difficult to interpret. (Found: C, 20.1; H, 3.0; Cl, x4.5; F, 31.7 Yb_) 

(iii! \\-hen the thermal reaction is carried out at 140” in the presence of alu- 
miniurn trichloride swntially the same products were produced escept that a fraction 
boiling in the range I.@-156’ was isolated which when purified by v.p.c. (dinonyl- 
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phthdate at 110") analysed to be ~-(dimethvlar~o)heptaffuoro-~-butene. (Found: 
. 25-o; H. 2.0; -As. 26.0; F. 46.6. C&I&F7 c&d.: C, 25-z; H. 2.1; -45, 26.2; F, 

Rraciion xitlr ofh~ chioroarsims and rclatid com$ounds 
The results of these esperiments are summarized in the table belox_ Quantitative 

recovery of the butyne was obtained from all the experiments escept the one indicated. 

(CH&Si-SijCH,), 
if:; ;; &H&G+Gc(C,Hd, 7 

(n-CIH,),SnCi (G-5 g) 
ICH,),SiCl 
CH,AsCi, 

(6.X g) 
i4.s S) 

CH,AsCI, k-7 6) 
(C,H,)&SCi !-r-s a 
CH,r;C,H5)s\sC! (IO.0 g) 
A&i, ( ro.i S) 
_ASCl= is-4 g! 

L‘\- irradiation. z d2)-s 

Cl- inzdiation. 1 d2.r~ 

CV imdiation. 4 da>5 
LX- irradiation, * dtv 

l-X_ irradiation. 1 da?- 

heat r 05 ‘. 2 days= 
LTV irradi2tion. 1 days 

Cl- imdiation. 3 day+ 
LX- irradiation. 2 da>s 
hezt x35=. 2 &>-s= 

-..- __~_______. .- -.- -__~ 
c AlC1, added. a Possibly sxnc rrzc%ion as the rcco~vq.- of the butye wzs not quantitafiuc. 

c -4 referee has pointed out t+t the butynt alone czn re2ci on CV imdiatron. T&s procczs probabl>- 
rbqaires light of i_ ( 3000 A which would be cut 05 in our c_xpcriments using thick walled Pyre-x 
tubs. 

(if Hedif:g. A sample the adduct heating to ~20~ (3 days) deposited a 
brown solid. The volatile products were mainiy silicon tetraffuoride of known infrared 
spectrum. 

(ii) Bm~~~i~zafiotr. (a} The adduct (x.0 g) in carbon tetrachloride readily reacted 
xi-& bromine (I mole)_ Eraporarion of the sol\-ent Ieft a cream c?stalIine solid which 
contained a double bond fC=C absorption at 1606 cm-1)_ The dibromide (03SoS) was 
heated at 100’ for 1-5 hours to give methy1 bromide (0.0s~ g, I moIe) identified by its 
molecuiar weight of 90 (calcd. : 95-o) and by its infrared spectrum_ The residue in the 
tube was identified = z-chloro-3(bromometh~Iarsino)hesaf?uoro-a-butene by com- 
parison of its infrared spectrum with that of an analyzed sample obtained from a 
large SC& preparation. The compound ho& at 1oLrr5” (TO mm). (Found: C. I&+; 
H, 0-c); As. 20.4; Br. 21.6: Cl, 9-Q; F. 30-9~ C5H,_AsBrClF, calcd.: C, 16.3; I-I. OS; 
_4s, 20.3; Br. 2r_S; Cl, 9.66: I;. 31.0 “A_) Infrared spectrum (liquid film); 44 (vv.-~, 
6.3 (mj. 7.~5 (rn:), 8.x (x$, S-35 (shj. 5.6 (vs), lo.05 {yj. rrq (mj. 1x.7 (n-j, 12.05 (vu-j. 
12.5 iw:,, I+3 I- ,>) ,u. SMR spectra: ‘i-l spectrum is a sin& multiplct (approximate 
quartet J z I.4 cpsj center& at 5 = 7_92_ lgF spcwtrum consists of two quartets 
!J = I_I cpsj centered at -954 and --rqoo cps the ION- field peak being broad and 
showing signs of further splitting. -Another 16s intense pair of lines was present lying 
in bemeen the other two; the high field line being a quartet (J = 1-4 cps) and the 
low field one being a broad multiplet. 

(bj The mine (14 g, I mole) w-as m&d with bromine (1.5 g, 2 mole) in carbon 
tctrzchloride and an &mediate reaction with part of the bromine took place. X color- 

/. Or~anmtrtal. Chm., 3 (1965) qAi-~r3 
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Iess precipitate was produced which slowly went back into solution as the remainder 

of the bromine reacted. Methyl bromide (0.64 g, 73 % of z moles) was produced and an 

invoiatile fraction remained whose infrared spectrum suggested that it 1va.s 

Br&C(CF,)=C(CF,)Cl. 
The same compound was apparently the product of the slow reaction of 

Br(CH,)XsC(CF,)=C(CF,)CI (1.2 g. I mole) and bromine (0.5 g, I mole) in carbon 

tetrachloride which also gave methyl bromide (0.24 g. So % of I mole)_ 
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Hesafluoro-s-butyne reacts with the compounds (CH,),Sn-Sn(CH,),, (CF,),As- 

As(CF,),. and (CH&AsCl on ultraviolet irradiation yielding (CH,),SnC(CF,)= 
C(CF,)Sn(CH,),. (CF,)C.sC(CF,)=C(CF3}-?I~(CFJ4 and (CH&XcC(CF,)=C(CF,)Cl. 
Evidence is presented which indicates that these compounds are predominantly- the 

trrrxs-isomers. The chloroarsine adduct reacts with bromine to give a dibromide 

which on heating eliminates methyl bromide \-ielding Br(CH,)_ksC(CF,)=C(CF,)Cl 
which seems to be predominantly the cis-isomer. The SJIR spectra of these compounds 

show CH,CF, interactions which are probably esample~ of “through space” coupling. 
_I\ number of other unsuccessful reactions of the butyne are described. 
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